Poppe Reisen · Wilhelm-Theodor-Römheld-Str. 14 · D 55130 Mainz

Peter-H. Patt
peter.patt@poppe-reisen.de
Direct line +49 (0)6131-27066-24

Booking instruction for our tours

Hello,
thank you for your interest in our tours.
If you have decided to book, please fill out the booking form either as PDF or paper version. Return the form to us:
Either by email to peter.patt@poppe-reisen.de, fax or regular mail.
Please make sure that all information is legible and that you have signed the form twice where necessary!
Within a few days you will receive a written confirmation and the deposit payment invoice for 20% of the tour price.
You will receive a 2nd invoice from us when the balance is due about 5 weeks before departure. Please also
remember to book the recommended travel insurance (health insurance abroad and travel cancelation costs are the
two most important types of insurance!).
International flights are not included for some tram and train tours. You may opt to organize your arrival to and
departure from the tour individually and according to your own pace. If you want to book the flights yourself, we ask
you not to book until we have reached the minimum number of participants and the group has been confirmed to
run. You will be informed when the minimum guest number has been reached and the tour will run. Self-booked
flights are not part of the packaged tour.
You may also select us to book the flight for you. We don't always have the lowest prices compared to the cheapest
search engines on the internet, but we often have better conditions: For example, our tickets don't always have to
be issued within 24 or 72 hours of confirmation. Our flight bookings are made at current prices and only after the
tour has been confirmed to run.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or my colleagues: By email or by phone.
Kind regards,
Peter-H. Patt
Product Manager
POPPE & CO
Themenreisen

